NEHEMIAH - CHAPTER 3
NOTES FROM LARGE GROUP DISCUSSION

DATE ________________

V1-2. Servant Leadership

●
The building began with the high priest at the sheep gate on the north side of the
city, and is described in a counter clockwise direction heading westward
●
The beauty and imagery of the high priest establishing and dedicating the sheep
gate in the city with the temple where jesus, the lamb of God would teach and go to
and from
●
The length of the walls is 4,018 meters (2.4966 mi), their average height is 12
meters (39.37 feet) and the average thickness is 2.5 meters (8.2 feet). The walls contain
34 watchtowers and seven main gates open for traffic, with two minor gates reopened
by archaeologists.

V3-4. Next to and next to
●

●

●
●

●
●

What a picture of biblical unity:
○ Men & Women
○ Clergy & Laity
○ Royal Class & Working Class
○ Different Towns
○ Different Trades
○ Different Generations
The transition of a season from single director to a body
○ Adam, Eve, Noah, Abraham, Sarah, Moses, Joshua, Elija, Elisha, Jonah, Esther,
Solomon,
The beauty of seeing a new covenant unfold makes this otherwise daunting name
filled chapter glorious
This work of Nehemiah foreshadows the upcoming work of the Spirit in the
church
○ The progression in the history of redemption is pointing toward
○ Momentary, Cloud, Mountain, Ark, Temple, High Priests, Curtain
The clergy couldn’t do it alone
This rebuilding is needed to be done by the whole people
○ There is much the Lord longs to rebuild, that may never be as transformed as it could be

because of sin and unwillingness-pray for a willing and cooperative spirit.

V5 Some couldn’t stoop to serve
● Nobles unwilling
● The best ABILITY is AVAILABILITY
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● The Son of MAn himself did not come to be served, but to Serve

○ No one has the spiritual gift of wall building-they didn’t box themselves into a category
○ How can you serve next to others in your body?

V6-12. Details and favor

● Again we see the order of rebuilding a gate: Beams, doors, bolts, bars
● Helpers include a Jewish ruler named Hallohesh and his DAUGHTERS

V13-32. Many Workers-Orderly Work

Sections were given
Order was established
Verse 14-some gates had roofing
Verse 22-Priests from surrounding region
REsponsibilities were given by proximity to their homes
○ Motive is higher to complete quickly and do it well
○ Time is not wasted in commuting or traveling to work
○ Opposition could be fought day or night
○ Would enlist the help of family and friends and use all resources
○ Ownership in church work is important
● Sections were given
●
●
●
●
●

Compositions:
Limestone: CaCo3
Carbon Dioxide: Co2

What is something that was shared today that was meaningful to you or sparked an interest or
excitement for further bible study?

How can you serve alongside others in your body of believers with a willing heart and your
availability to accomplish a common purpose?

